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This second ebook edition adds ten new chapters to the first edition, expanding the book by
more than 10,000 words.Part I of Virtually Yours tells the story of how the author’s experiences in
a virtual reality inspired and shaped the fiction series, The Adventures of Meteor Mags and
Patches. The short essays in Part II give an authorial perspective and critical analysis of the
series’ characters, influences, content, and intent. Part III continues the exploration of fiction and
its personal meaning by reflecting on the writing of new stories, and Part IV collects a few odds
and ends.



VIRTUALLY YOURS:A Meteor Mags MemoirBy Matthew HowardVirtually Yours: A Meteor Mags
Memoir.© 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 by Matthew Howard.All Rights Reserved.44,000
words.This second edition of the ebook contains all the material from the deluxe hardcover
edition, including the ten new chapters and expanding the first edition by more than 10,000
words.The chapters “Knowing Your Narrator” and “Exploring Other Narrators” have been
updated in this edition to match their more recent versions in : Essays on Workshopping and
Writing.Some chapters were previously published in draft form at .Part I of Virtually Yours tells
the story of how the author’s experiences in a virtual reality inspired and shaped the fiction
series, The Adventures of Meteor Mags and Patches. The short essays in Part II give an
authorial perspective and critical analysis of the series’ characters, influences, content, and
intent. Part III continues the exploration of fiction and its personal meaning by reflecting on the
writing of new stories, and Part IV collects a few odds and ends.With gratitude to Seanchai
Libraryand the Armadillo Authors Workshop.CONTENTSPART I: VIRTUALLY YOURS1:
Sideshow2: Commune3: Maggie4: Gone5: Female6: Healing7: Inspirations8: Stories9:
Endings10: Evolutions11: FurtherPART II: ANALYSES12: Comic Book Influences on Meteor
Mags13: Subverting and Celebrating Tropes with Mags14: Understanding Meteor Mags as
Propaganda15: Knowing Your Narrator16: Exploring Other NarratorsPART III: REFLECTIONS17:
Infinite Playground of Imagination18: Asteroids, Animism, and Religion19: The Secret Origin of
Donny20: On the Writing of Small Flowers21: On the Writing of The Crystal Core22: On the
Writing of The Hive23: On the Writing of The Singing Spell24: On the Writing of Antipodes25: On
the Writing of The Martian Revolution26: On the Writing of Dekarna TriumphantPART IV:
MISCELLANY27. Letters to Great-Gramma28. Ten Tips for Writing Your Own Meteor Mags
Story29. Happy Talk Like A Pirate Day!ABOUT THE AUTHORPART I: VIRTUALLY
YOURSCHAPTER 1: SIDESHOWIn August 2008, at age thirty-five, I didn't have a dollar to
spare, but I had a big block of free time. Life to that point had been challenging, to say the least,
and I needed a vacation. Sadly, vacations cost money, and I didn't have any.I don't remember
why I searched for Second Life. Maybe I read about it, and it seemed like a new experience that
didn't cost any money. I signed up for an account.Second Life has changed since 2008, but back
then you could invent your avatar’s first name and select a last name from a drop-down menu of
five choices.Of the choices presented, I picked the one which sounded the most planetary or sci-
fi: Plutonian. For a first name, I wanted something that wouldn’t be recognizably me but would
feel vaguely familiar when people used it to address me. I chose my legal middle name:
Howard.Five years later, having grown so comfortable with being called Howard, I dropped my
legal last name for publishing and used Howard instead. But in 2008, I had no idea of the
profound changes to my self-concept that would arise from the decision to live a second, virtual
life. Choosing my avatar’s name took only seconds, and the effects it would have on my sense of
identity over the next decade were completely unforeseen.I installed the viewer for the virtual



world and logged in.My initial foray into Second Life lasted until the end of 2008, when I logged
out with a decision not to go back. I don’t recall what prompted that decision, but maybe I felt I
had explored all there was to explore, experienced all there was to experience, and had all the
virtual adventures a man could imagine.I was wrong. But it would be four more years until, once
again, I had an August with excessive free time and zero money and logged back into my old,
abandoned account.Of those days in 2008, I have fond memories. While travelling the grid and
doing all the things a noob did in those days, from visiting Freebie Island for toys and clothes to
randomly appearing at virtual clubs to socialize via chat, I encountered a Resident[1] named
Mindy Sideshow. Mindy and I became fast friends. Because she’d been around the grid[2]
longer than me, she introduced me to new things and people. Mindy and I were dance partners
courtesy of the abundant animations on the grid, and she had a few friends who were pleasant
cartoon companions: Alanna Destiny and her DJ boyfriend whose name I can’t recall but who
got me into the Chemical Brothers.In hindsight, I suspect Mindy wasn’t really female. We
sometimes kissed, but she was very shy about physical interaction beyond dancing. The one
time we accidentally sat on an object with a sex animation, she seemed horribly embarrassed.
But I wasn’t there to simulate sex with her—or him, as the case may be. I was only reveling in a
sense of awe at all the possible things one could do in cartoon world. I enjoyed Mindy’s
company, and we danced our bloody pixels off from one end of the grid to the other.We chatted
for hours at a time and found new sims to explore and laugh at. She took me to a club called Bad
Girls, which became a regular stop for us. Bad Girls doesn’t exist anymore, but every so often I
run into someone who remembers it, and that makes me happy. It was really just crappy house
music, but virtually dancing there with Mindy and having outrageous chats with the regulars
were highlights of that season.As Howard Plutonian, I had an interesting winter. I dressed up in
swirly red skins with dragonfly wings and went on a virtual pilgrimage to a cartoon Mecca. I got
an avatar fashioned after the Spider-man character Carnage[3], and I played piano in my
underwear. I got banned from sims for acting like a maniac, and I rode jet skis on the cartoon
seas. But one thing, one crazy, absolutely ridiculous thing stuck with me longer than anything
else. I discovered the most wonderful creatures in the universe, whether in virtual life or any
other life.Pole-dancing cat girls.Again, I wasn’t there for virtual sex, but I was willing to see and
do almost anything at least once. It’s no surprise I ended up at a strip club, and what I saw there
blew my mind. On a glowing dance pole, the most amazing vision of catlike, feminine beauty
strutted and swayed in no more than a pair of panties. I took a picture, which means I took a
screenshot using the viewer’s built-in camera. I no longer have that virtual photo, but I had no
idea at the time it would become the centerpiece of inspiration for artistic adventures and writing
projects seven years later.[4]In 2008, it was just another night on the virtual town.One night, at
the end of the year, I said goodbye to Mindy. We found a pretty gazebo and held each other
close and kissed. She seemed sad but accepting. I will never know what she was really thinking
on the other side of the Internet. But it was a lovely end to a temporary adventure with a little bit
of romance and a whole lot of terribly silly fun.Then I logged off.Four years later, when I returned,



I searched for Mindy and her friend Alanna, but they no longer existed. Cartoon life is funny that
way. People make accounts and then discontinue them, and maybe come back under other
names, or maybe not, and the whole thing is very transient, ephemeral, and intangible.
Residents come and go, often without notice or any way to contact them. Later, I realized some
even die without warning.Maybe I should have realized their disappearance was a portent of
things to come. But when I logged on again in August 2012, it was with the same innocent, wide-
eyed attitude I had back in 2008. I just wanted to have some virtual fun. There wasn’t anything
serious about it. It was a laugh. A lark. Something to do while having a few beers and listening to
music.I didn’t have a clue how serious it could get.CHAPTER 2: COMMUNEThe grid had
advanced without me. New technologies and new people awaited me. I dove right in. First on the
list of things to do: find some people to chat with. I looked up some clubs, started bopping
around the grid, and said whatever came to mind to whoever was around.In my adolescence
and early twenties, I had a terrible time approaching females. Since I can’t dance to save my life,
high school dances or clubs were not a good space for me. But on the grid, I could ask anyone
to dance.And I did.Confidence has never been my weak point, and I’ve often been called
“cocky”. So, faced with a virtual world where anyone could be an expert dancer by jumping on a
pose ball, I enjoyed an endless string of dance partners. I found a jazz club and danced my little
pixels off with anyone who seemed remotely capable of holding up their end of a chat.I even got
a tuxedo, something I’ve never had in real life.One afternoon, on a foray to a random club, I
commented in open chat[5] about a lovely dress one of the clubgoers wore. It resembled a
bouquet of peacock flowers, and when this avatar danced, it was a captivating sight.The wearer
of the dress sent me a private message saying, “thank you”, and we chatted. Her name was
Raye, and that was how my second Second Life romance began.Raye told me she was involved
in a hippie commune on the grid, and she invited me to check it out. It was a good experience.
Set in a large house with a swimming pool and extensive grounds, the commune enjoyed a
constant stream of international visitors who chatted for hours about anything and everything in
the living room of the main house. Commune people liked to party naked, play music for each
other through the streaming capability of Second Life, and discuss everything from politics to
poetry.I had found my virtual home.I also met a Resident named Celina that night. She
volunteered to take Howard shopping for a decent wardrobe. The commune had a rule that
avatars needed to be human, and I had arrived as Carnage from Spider-man. I needed a new
look to fit in, and that should have been a warning about philosophical differences I would
eventually have with the commune. But more importantly, Celina gave me my first virtual cat: an
adorable calico kitten who became Howard’s constant companion[6]. I named her Patches.Raye
was into virtual polyamory, as were most of the commune people, so I did not give up my quasi-
platonic dancing adventures. In fact, I often invited my dance partners back to the commune to
go swimming or meet people or just hang out. That was how I ended up having a vaguely
homosexual experience in a cartoon pool.I don’t remember the guy’s name anymore, but I met
him at the jazz club, and he had a female avatar. I asked her to dance, and we had a lovely chat.



Looking back on it, I realize my dance partner’s enthusiasm about football should have been my
first clue. That’s not to say I don’t know women who love football or other sports, because I do.
But this person really wanted to talk about football with me, and that’s just not something most
females do on a first dance.Anyway, she was friendly, and I invited her back to the commune to
swim naked in the pool. She accepted. We floated lazily and hugged in the virtual waters, and it
was quite romantic. Then she announced she needed to tell me something, and she added a
penis to her avatar.The next forty-five minutes were among the most awkward of my life. What
disturbed me about the encounter in the pool wasn’t that my dance partner had presented
herself as female then sprung the cartoon penis on me by surprise. I’ve seen many penises in
my life, in locker rooms, pornos, art events where people get naked, and some awkward
moments with roommates. I don’t get upset about seeing penises any more than I would about
seeing ears, or fingers, or any other part of human anatomy.What bothered me was that my
dance partner spent the next forty-five minutes trying to get my permission. My dance partner
couldn’t just float with me in the pixel pool and talk as comfortably as we had at the club. Instead,
she needed my permission to be—something. I’m not sure what. A guy who likes presenting as a
girl but who still has a penis in a cartoon world? In terms of gender, what does that even mean?
To me, this was just my fun dance partner I invited to swim in a cartoon world that ultimately
meant nothing. I had much to learn about how deeply people are invested in their virtual
identities. To some people, this shit is super important. In 2012, I was like, whatever, dude. Who
even cares?Here is a summary of what I told my distressed dance partner. “You don’t need my
permission to do or be anything. I am not mad at you. But, I think that if you want to be a female
on the grid, then you should just present yourself as female—not as a female who needs to tell
everyone she is really male. That totally spoils the fun! You can be anything you want here: a
man, a woman, a dragon, a cat, a table leg or an airplane or whatever. If you want to assume a
role here, just assume the role! Don’t stop to constantly tell people the role isn’t real. They know
this shit is all fantasy. Just live out your fantasy here. It’s cool, dude. No, I don’t want to have
virtual sex with you, but it’s cool.”That mostly reflects my philosophy to this day, but I have since
met many transgender folks with avatars, and they are in a sort of grey area where they want to
be accepted as a person born with one set of sexual organs yet identifying as a gender with a
traditionally different set. And, they want you to be aware of both these things.On the other hand,
I have met several transgender folks who have zero need to remind me of the differences
between their avatars’ genitals and the genitals they were born with. I’ve met people born female
who have male avatars, and people born male who have female avatars. This is even true for
people who are not exploring their gender identity, such as pixel clothing creators who make
avatars to model their products, or virtual photographers who pose avatars for pictures.And you
know what? I just don’t care. What matters to me on the grid doesn’t have anything to do with
your reproductive organs or gender. I do hate that we live in a society where people are abused
or marginalized for having non-standard gender identities or sexual orientations, and I
understand our culture’s intolerance creates problems for these folks. Virtual identities are one



way of coping with all that. But if we’re hanging out in cartoon world, just be yourself, or whoever
you want to be on the grid, and rock that identity.Either way, this episode in the commune pool
got me thinking about how people choose avatar genders that don’t match their birth gender or
biological sex. An avatar could be anything. Another gender. Another ethnicity. Another
species.The incident made me think about judging avatars less by what they looked like, and
more by what they did and said. It got me to look past the cartoon camouflage and assess who
Residents really were as people.Raye introduced me to the commune and its pool. But we sort
of fell in virtual love, too. Raye and I became fast friends, chatting for hours and exploring the
grid. The grid had changed since my previous adventures. We did things which weren’t even
possible four years prior.Raye took me to a place where I had virtual sex with demons and gave
birth to their hellspawn. It was the underground region of a club where she decided to work as a
dancer. I often went to watch her dance.Working as a dancer in Second Life is pretty weird.
There are dance poles, and the dancers emote. By emote, I mean they create third-person
narratives in open chat about some fantasy. They narrate, in third person, their sexual response
to tips and chat comments.Let me demonstrate.A dancer gets up on her pole, or in her cage, or
whatever dance equipment the sim has. She’s working entirely on animations in the object.
Horny people talk to her and maybe send her money. In response, she emotes. Emotes usually
appear in italics, a fact Raye and I laughed at endlessly but which is instructive to those of you
who haven’t used Second Life. They look like this:Jane unzips her blouse and stuffs your dollar
bills between her breasts. She slides her thighs up and down the pole, getting wetter and wetter
in anticipation of what you could do together.That’s a mild version as an example. Emoting in
Second Life goes way beyond club dancers and extends into quasi-sexual relationships grown
adults have with each other in the chat-room cartoon environment.I knew Raye’s real-world
identity, which was somewhat rare in a virtual world where people try to be anonymous, usually
so they can live out whatever perverted fantasies they have despite being married. Yes, married.
I cannot tell you how many of the sexually “free” avatars in Second Life are married people who
are so bored with their spouses that they need to play out a cartoon fantasy with someone
else.My first virtual marriage was an imaginary love affair as real to me as any I ever had, and it
changed my life, changed my conception of who I am, and remains as real to me as any of the
dozens of love affairs I’ve had in life. I think about it every day, and the magic of the six months I
spent with my cyber-wife has never left me.Her name was Maggie, and I met her at the
commune.CHAPTER 3: MAGGIEOne day at the commune, I went fishing. In real life, I’ve been
fishing three times in forty-five years: twice as a kid, and once as an adult. I always felt bad about
it, though. Not just because the fish were basically tortured in the catch-and-release process, but
also that the bait was tortured; namely the frogs we had in the bass boat, which we captured and
hooked through the face to catch fish we would later pull the hooks out of and then throw back in
the water.Fishing is a brutal pastime.But in cartoon world, it became something else entirely. I
caught all sorts of imaginative fish, and they did not suffer. Instead, they became my pets, and I
could “wear” them. They circled around me quite happily, unharmed by being ripped out of the



water[7]. In 2012, I became an avid virtual fisher.In late August, I was fishing on a bridge just
outside the commune’s main house when a woman walked onto the bridge. I said hi and didn’t
think much of it. But my fishing rod was broadcasting every catch in local chat, and that gave us
something to comment on.Her display name was Magdalena. As our conversation progressed,
Magdalena revealed she was into pirate role-play sims, and she had a vast array of comical
stories about virtual pirates. Most people called her Mags, since her pirate role play identity was
Mad Dog Mags. At some point, a guy approached to hit on her. She shut him down. I don’t know
why, but she was quite intent on talking to me that day.I still have the transcript of that
conversation, because it was our first, but it’s very silly and full of chat notifications about fish. If I
had to guess, I’d say she talked to me because I talked to her casually, honestly, and without a
trace of hitting on her. My first impression was that she was quite smart, witty, and creative, but
maybe a little too much into pirate role play. I took an instant liking to her. She promised to take
me sailing on a ship she built.I wasn’t in love with her.Yet.Maggie took me on that promised
sailing trip, and it was magical. She turned out to be a true genius of the virtual world. She told
me how she often took her ships into battles between pirates and the British navy. Building her
ships was no small task. The steering controls were scripted, the cannons were scripted, and
the damage was scripted. Much forethought and effort went into both the physical design of a
ship and the scripts for its interaction with the world.Maggie understood it all. Maggie
understood many things, and as I got to know her better, I came to believe she understood every
damn thing in the universe, whether real or virtual. She was just that kind of woman.I have since
been asked a simple question: “How can you fall in love with an avatar?” I understand why it
seems unlikely, but the person who asked me never knew Maggie. Maggie knew how the virtual
world was made, and she taught me, and she shared its wonder and silliness with me. She gave
me my first lessons on building virtual objects, a session I will never forget.You see, Second Life
isn’t a videogame. It offers no score and no objective. It consists entirely of user-created content,
and Maggie showed me how to create things out of thin air.She also educated me on the history
of our virtual world, from its anarchic origins through the rise and fall of the corporations who tried
—but usually failed—to monetize it. She told me how she first started making real money in
Second Life by educating strippers on how to emote and make money.Maggie was damn near
perfect in my mind. When asked how I could fall in love with an avatar, I can only say that to
know Maggie was to love her. She was brilliant, beautiful, and kind, with a punk-rock edge and a
vast musical knowledge. She had political opinions and had taken part in campaigns; she
understood marketing, leadership, and business. She was perhaps the smartest woman I have
ever known, and she had a gorgeous set of pixels. Maggie was absolutely the embodiment of
every fantasy I’d ever had about a woman. It was no surprise I was utterly taken with her.Some
folks at the commune met semi-regularly to spend 20 minutes writing from a prompt, then
pasting our text into open chat to share with each other to get feedback and encouragement. I
hadn’t written a single poem in a decade, though I was very much into poetry and poetry
readings in my early twenties. The commune sessions reinvigorated my love for poetry, and



when the original host had other time commitments, I started hosting my own impromptu
sessions.Sometime around September 1, the commune hosted a big party to celebrate its first
anniversary. After the party, Maggie and I went dancing. During that dance, I asked if she
preferred being called Mags or Maggie. She said she didn’t have a preference. I responded that I
thought “Mags” was cool because it sounded bad-ass like her pirate persona, but Maggie
sounded more tender to me. She said, “Maggie, then.”By this point, Maggie and I had spent
many hours together, cuddled naked at least once, gone on sailing adventures, and developed a
spark that burned brighter with every second we shared. She had already inspired at least one
poem with her comments in chat at the commune. Our budding relationship caused some
tension with Raye, who I was still emotionally involved with on some level.Despite Raye’s claims
of being polyamorous, she was jealous of the attraction between Maggie and me.[8] I had talked
about it with Maggie. She respected my feelings and didn’t want to be a source of conflict with
my newfound friends. But she also told me that anytime I was ready, she would give herself to
me completely and totally in every way.No one had ever said anything like that to me. That night,
after the anniversary party, I took her up on it.Maggie teleported me to her “office”, a private
enclosure a few thousand meters up in the virtual sky where no one would bother us. One room
of her office had a rather expensive bed loaded with sex animations. We made good use of
it.With a little alcohol and some creative typing, the experience took on an emotional reality for
me. It’s difficult to describe how that happens, especially when describing it to someone who
hasn’t been there. But I could describe what it felt like, and I did, in a poem, and sent it to Maggie
the next day.That poem was the original draft of Sunrise, and Maggie was quite touched by it. (A
revised version appears in the poetry collection, Anything Sounds Like A Symphony.) I suspect
what she liked most was its sincerity. It showed I really was into her on an emotional and mental
level. It proved she was more than a pretty, virtual sex doll to me; she was a source of creative
inspiration.After that, Maggie and I were inseparable. She encouraged the new poems I was
writing, and she inspired many of them. I shared them with her after the group sessions and a
little revision, and I told her what quality about her inspired some aspect of the poem. Inspiring
each other became the central component of our romance. She began constructing temporary
builds—fantastic rooms and platforms in the sky where we would have our cyber-sexual
experiences and chat for hours. She taught me a lot about building, so I could make art, abstract
sculptures, silly toys, and fun light shows. It was her idea that I should make a book from my
poems.Maggie briefly explained to me the concept of virtual books in Second Life, and she
directed me to a product I needed to buy to make them: a printing press that created copies of
scripted books users could flip through on their screen within their Second Life viewer. They’re
essentially a HUD (Heads-Up Display) composed of images for the pages.Maggie bought a
particle generator[9], and I bought the printing press. While she worked on her light displays, I
worked on turning all my poems into images: text overlaid on snapshots of different scenic
places around the grid. We spent most of our time on her build plat, a platform high in the sky
where she went for creative solitude. To me, it was like sharing an incredible private art studio



with my favorite person.I recall the moment when the printing press spit out a copy of my first
virtual book of poetry. It was more than a celebratory moment for the two of us. It was as if my
inspirations had been given form, and it was something Maggie had inspired and shared with
me.That little book was called Second Verse. It contained early drafts of poems that would later
be my first perfect-bound paperback book, The Fates of Stars, which is now out of print but
contained versions of poems I further revised and included in Anything Sounds Like A
Symphony. Second Verse wasn’t a great book, and some of the poems still needed a lot of work,
but it was a start. It was a step forward. It awakened something in me: a love of making
books.The experience made me think about how I could make real poetry and real books, how
they could be more than just intangible pixel fantasies, and how I could make this happen in a
physical way I could hold in my hands and read on paper. Every book I’ve made since then, and
every book I have helped other people make, is the result of that moment I shared with Maggie. I
don’t remember the exact date, but it may have been October 2012 when that first, virtual book
was produced.By then, Maggie and I were already married.CHAPTER 4: GONESecond Life
gives each Resident the ability to “partner” with one other Resident. The only thing that happens
to your account is this: your partner’s name is shown on your profile, and other users can click it
to see your partner’s profile. If you want to divorce your partner, there’s a small fee.That’s it.
That’s virtual marriage in a nutshell. No tax breaks. No rights of medical visitation or end-of-life
decisions. No estate or property to transfer. Residents enjoy zero practical benefits from
partnership.They do it anyway. Emotional needs drive this process: the need to be loved and to
belong, to feel you have a special meaning in someone’s life. But I think it goes deeper than that.
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doesn’t leave the reader feeling overwhelmed by the material.”
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